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There is more energy in wind at hight that in
all oilfield, it’s time to go to get it.



“Wind is Sun's heat transformed into kinetic energy through the greatest solar collector currently
available, Earth's atmosphere. Wind total power is estimated between 1,700 and 3,500 TW; by
comparison, the whole mankind primary energy needs are estimated at approx. 14 TW.”
Cristina Archer, Stanford University

THE MOST IMPORTANT CHALLENGE OF THESE YEARS IS THE EXPLOITATION     
OF WIND AT ALTITUDE TO PRODUCE RENEWABLE ENERGY YEARS

Useful areas for traditional wind  generators Useful areas for altitude wing generator



“…It has the potential for opening a new path for energy conversion  
and could contribute to novel technological development at
European  level.”
European project submission response of one expert (*)

“…in my opinion the idea is good and deserves to be developed on
an European project.”
Prof. Fulvia Quagliotti

(*) Sequoia, Cimsa (Spanish company, certified NATO supplier) and important Partners presented the project to the
European Commission.; il was not financed as the funds were allocated to the development of off-shore wind projects.

“It is probably the best kite-based technology and I think it is much  
better than the systems that require computer guided flight 
paths…”  
Mark Tompson
Technical Manager UK Energy Innovation CentreTechnicalManager at the Energy Innovation Centre in the UK. UK Energy 

20 YEARS OF RESEARCH IN THE SECTOR WITHOUT GREAT RESULTS, 
HOW IS OUR PROJECT DIFFERENT ?  ALL TECHNICIANS LIKE IT.

20 20roject is different? All the technicians like it.



“I find your inflatable Rotokite concept particularly interesting because, not only it 
may be altitude scalable, but also has some advantages in  terms of take-off and 
landing with respects to the other rotary kite concepts.”
Antonello Cherubini, Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna Pisa

“The idea is very interesting.”
Jonathan Cohne Apco Aviationery interesting.”
Jonathan C“…the idea is very interesting.”
Jonathan Cohn
o
idea is very interesting.”
Jonathan Cohn
“Rotokite concept looks interesting and addresses some of the implementation 
problems of kite power systems”.
Delft, Applied Sustainable Science Engineering and Technology Institute 

WHAT DO THE EXPERTS SAY?



Competitors and the wings on a leash

The long cables that connect the kite to the ground or more complex machines in
fast movement generate too much aerodynamic drag.



The wing: 20 Years of research with kites and more complex machine, but at nowadays the 

results obtained are disappointing and no project passed the studying phase.

Is it an impossible challenge or a wrong strategy?

"the whole cable dissipates power through 
aerodynamic resistance“

“Future emerging technologies in the wind power
sector”

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/
S1364032119304782

The opinion signed by 32 international professors
and experts seems to leave little hope..

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1364032119304782


The performance of the rotary wing is

significantly lower than that of the fixed wing

and this has led the research to take other

paths, neglecting a detail of great importance.

Do we have to give up this enormous source of energy which is the wind at

altitudes or are there other roads? The answer lies in the history of aviation

and our patents: THE ROTARY WING

On the side, the image shows the Focke Fa 330 gyroplane supplied by the German submarines during the last war.

Wind speed in this case was used to obtain a lifting force that carried a scout at high altitudes; today we can use

the same technology to generate energy.



What the difference between rotors to collect energy and the rotors of 
helicopters and wind turbines?

There is an important difference about aerodynamic and mechanics between the rotors
that transmit or receive energy from their center of rotation and the collection system that
we propose where the center of rotation is only a reference or recovery point since the
energy is transmitted to the tie cables.
The size of the rotor can be modified to adapt to the intensity of the wind and also with

more complex technology but certainly feasible, we can move the profiles away from the
center of rotation to obtain large collection areas with performance similar to the big wind
generators.



The image shows a possible evolution of the Focke
to obtain a simple setting characterized by stability
and efficiency.

Thanks to modern materials, it is possible to

create very light rotors that absorb only a very

small part of the available energy for altitude

maintaining.

The work cycle alternates ascent phases with

energy production with rapid descent phases at

the beginning of the cycle.

For technical analysis of performance  go to: Optimal Control of a Rigid-Wing Rotary Kite System for Airborne  
Wind Energy , Jochem De Schutter, Rachel Leuthold and Moritz Diehl  
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8550383

With  the use of rotors there are many possible solutions:
Rigid rotary wing



It all began when Gertrude and Francis Rogallo patented what would later be called
Rogallo Wing, a flexible wing that paved the way for modern hang gliders and
paragliders. The performance of these exceptional airfoils has been perfected over
time and many of the attempts to generate power have relied on fast-moving airfoils.
We believe that the optimal way to generate energy with light airfoils is the realization
of rotating systems.

The soft profiles of Francis and Gertrude Rogallo: 
simplicity and performance 



A simple project characterized by: a few kg of fabric and cables, a balloon to keep the system at altitude

even in the absence of wind and a ground-based generator.

The rotation produces a lifting force which is transmitted to the ground by the bond cable and

transformed into electrical energy.

The size of the rotor can be modified to adapt to the intensity and more complex but certainly feasible

we can expanded as proposed to obtain large collection areas.

TheRoto-Kiteproject with soft profile

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ccdtr1MuUk


Prof Moriz Diehl in his research **calculated it is possible to get 14 megawatts 
from dancing kites.

What is the limit of rotor  technology if we expand the 
collection area?

We are sure that, given the importance of research, we will be able to obtain the 
collaboration of many research centers to optimize this ambitious project and 
reach or overcome this limit with a simpler technology.

**Modelling and Optimal Control of Tethered  Airfoils for Wind Power Generation



Thanks to a grant from Invitalia, the German company Enerkite has carried out for us an
important theoretical-experimental research work highlighting the feasibility, yields and
costs of the proposed technology.

An Enerkite study for theoretical and experimental validation



Windtimeand Sequoia itpatentswecan develop



We do not report the classic business plan since this is a 
technological challenge for the life of the planet and it is practically 
impossible to estimate the  returns of a disruptive green 
technology in the largest market in the world.

Development considerations

The next steps:
Application for funding from the European Community with the 
help of an important consulting company.
Application in the call Invitalia for patents + research services  
28.9.2021 
Search for a financial partner to strengthen the team and start the 
collaboration with the Aerospace Group of Bologna and Salento. 
Crowdfunding campaign if it will be necessary to implement 
research funds



*** The main advantages claimed by these concepts are low capital

costs, due to the small amount of material used, a relatively simple

construction and installation and a higher capacity factor, due to

stronger and more consistent high-altitude winds prevalent above

200m altitude.

The benefits could increase when deploying AWE systems on floating

offshore platforms.

*** from the already mentioned Future Emerging Technologies

The importance of wind at altitude



For more details click the link at the bottom...

Energia rinnovabile dal vento in quota - YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vM5eZs11Z38&t=5s
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